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Indonesian Destinies Theodore
Friend
Featuring 15 explosive new chapters, this new edition of
the New York Times bestseller brings the story of
Economic Hit Men up-to-date and, chillingly, home to the
U.S.?but it also gives us hope and the tools to fight back.
Former economic hit man John Perkins shares new
details about the ways he and others cheated countries
around the globe out of trillions of dollars. Then he
reveals how the deadly EHM cancer he helped create
has spread far more widely and deeply than ever in the
US and everywhere else—to become the dominant
system of business, government, and society today.
Finally, he gives an insider view of what we each can do
to change it. Economic hit men are the shock troops of
what Perkins calls the corporatocracy, a vast network of
corporations, banks, colluding governments, and the rich
and powerful people tied to them. If the EHMs can't
maintain the corrupt status quo through nonviolent
coercion, the jackal assassins swoop in. The heart of this
book is a completely new section, over 100 pages long,
that exposes the fact that all the EHM and jackal
tools—false economics, false promises, threats, bribes,
extortion, debt, deception, coups, assassinations,
unbridled military power—are used around the world
today exponentially more than during the era Perkins
exposed over a decade ago. As dark as the story gets,
this reformed EHM also provides hope. Perkins offers
specific actions each of us can take to transform what he
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calls a failing Death Economy into a Life Economy that
provides sustainable abundance for all.
Southeast Asia continues to beckon policymakers and
scholars alike to revisit its history in spite of the tomes of
appraisals already written, deconstructive or otherwise.
Because of a significant presence of Muslims in the
region, and particularly in the wake of 9/11, it invariably
attracts the attention of foreign powers drawn by the
specter of terrorism and focused on rooting out radical
Islamist groups said to be working with al-Qaeda. Dr.
Max Gross has written an impressive account of the role
of Islam in the politics of Southeast Asia, anchored by a
strong historical perspective and a comprehensive
treatment of current affairs. The result is very much a
post-9/11 book. The origins of Jemaah Islamiyah and its
connections with al-Qaeda are carefully detailed. Yet,
unlike much of the post-9/11 analysis of the Muslim
world, Dr. Gross's research has been successful in
placing the phenomenon of terrorism within a larger
perspective. While recognizing that al-Qaeda's influence
on regional terror networks remains unclear, it behooves
us to be reminded that, regardless of the nature and
extent of the linkages, to dismiss terrorism as a serious
threat to security would be na ve to the point of
recklessness. The Muslim Archipelago is a profoundly
Islamic region, and Jemaah Islamiyah is only a small
portion of this reality. The attention Dr. Gross pays to
ABIM in Malaysia, of which I was a part, and the civil
Islam movement in Indonesia, of which the late
Nurcholish Madjid was a principal spokesman, is greatly
appreciated. Those unfamiliar with the background and
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role of the traditional Islamic PAS party in Malaysia, as
well as the Darul Islam movement in Indonesia, will find
the author's account highly beneficial. The MNLF, the
MILF, and Abu Sayyaf in the Philippines, as well as the
various Islamic movements in southern Thailand, are
also carefully explained.
Islamic extremism is the dominant security concern of
many contemporary governments, spanning the
industrialized West to the developing world. Narrative
Landmines explores how rumors fit into and extend
narrative systems and ideologies, particularly in the
context of terrorism, counter-terrorism, and extremist
insurgencies. Its concern is to foster a more
sophisticated understanding of how oral and digital
cultures work alongside economic, diplomatic, and
cultural factors that influence the struggles between
states and non-state actors in the proverbial battle of
hearts and minds. Beyond face-to-face communication,
the authors also address the role of new and social
media in the creation and spread of rumors. As narrative
forms, rumors are suitable to a wide range of political
expression, from citizens, insurgents, and governments
alike, and in places as distinct as Singapore, Iraq, and
Indonesia—the case studies presented for analysis. The
authors make a compelling argument for understanding
rumors in these contexts as “narrative IEDs,” low-cost,
low-tech weapons that can successfully counter such
elaborate and expansive government initiatives as
outreach campaigns or strategic communication efforts.
While not exactly the same as the advanced
technological systems or Improvised Explosive Devices
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to which they are metaphorically related, narrative IEDs
nevertheless operate as weapons that can aid the
extremist cause.
This paper highlights that 10 new members joined the
European Union on May 1, 2004, in the biggest
enlargement of the community since its inception.
However, the core economic concern is the weak growth
performance of Europe—and particularly of the 12
countries at the epicenter of European integration that
use the euro as their common currency—relative to the
rest of the world and especially the United States. The
paper highlights that underlying this concern are the
problems of sagging long-term trends in the growth of
productivity, and the use of labor resources.
This comparative exploration looks at religion and politics
in the social dynamics of Southeast Asia's two most
populous nations. The Philippines and Indonesia are
treated as one vast Phil-Indo archipelago. Eight leading
scholars contribute interwoven and contending essays.
The authors find that while neither country promotes a
state religion, both lack partitions between church and
state. Social dynamics of faith in each elude
constitutional restrictions. In the Philippines, a Spanish
tradition of an ecclesiastical state exists in tension with a
Jeffersonian notion of separation of realms. In Indonesia,
pre-Islamic concepts of a god-king fuse state and
society, as modern initiatives surge from the premise of a
prevailing Islamic community. Official religiosity pervades
Indonesian national life, while Filipinos act out their
private religiosity en masse, trying to overcome
deficiencies in state and church. The book includes 38
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photographs, in color and black and white, with
commentaries that further illustrate the themes of each
chapter. Contributors include Azyumardi Azra (University
Islam Negeri, Indonesia), Jose M. Cruz (Ateneo de
Manila University, The Philippines), Donald K.
Emmerson (Institute for International Studies, Stanford
University) Theodore Friend (Foreign Policy Research
Institute), Robert W. Hefner (Institute for the Study of
Economic Culture, Boston University), Vicente Leuterio
Rafael (University of Washington), Jose Eliseao
Rocamora (Institute for Popular Democracy, The
Philippines) and David Joel Steinberg (Long Island
University).
In Globalizing in Hard Times, Leonardo Martinez-Diaz
examines the sudden and substantial increase in crossborder ownership of commercial banks in countries
where bank ownership had long been restricted by local
rules. Many parties—the World Bank and the IMF, the
world's largest commercial banks, their home
governments, and their negotiators—had been pushing
for a relaxation of ownership rules since the early 1980s
and into the 1990s, when bank profitability levels in
advanced industrial societies went flat. In their hunt for
higher returns on assets, the major banks looked to
expand business overseas, but through the mid-1990s
their efforts to impose more liberal ownership regimes in
nationalist countries proved largely unsuccessful.
Martinez-Diaz illustrates the ongoing political resistance
to liberalized ownership rules in Mexico, Indonesia,
Brazil, and South Korea. He then demonstrates the
importance of a series of events—the Mexican crisis and
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the Brazilian banking shock in 1994–1995 and the Asian
crisis of 1997–1998 among them—in finally knocking
down barriers to foreign ownership of banks. After these
upheavals, policymakers who were worried about their
political survival—and who were sometimes pressed by
the IMF and foreign governments—reshaped the
regulatory environment in key emerging markets. Selfproclaimed global banks eagerly grasped the opportunity
to expand their operations worldwide, but after the initial
shock, domestic politics reasserted themselves, often
diluting the new, liberal rules.
How can such a gentle people as we are be so
murderous? a prominent Indonesian asks. That
question--and the mysteries of the archipelago's vast
contradictions--haunt Theodore Friend's remarkable
work, a narrative of Indonesia during the last half
century, from the postwar revolution against Dutch
imperialism to the unrest of today. Part history, part
meditation on a place and a past observed firsthand,
Indonesian Destinies penetrates events that gave birth to
the world's fourth largest nation and assesses the
continuing dangers that threaten to tear it apart. Friend
reveals Sukarno's character through wartime
collaboration with Japan, and Suharto's through the
mass murder of communists that brought him to power
for thirty-two years. He guides our understanding of the
tolerant forms of Islam prevailing among the largest
Muslim population in the world, and shows growing
tensions generated by international terrorism. Drawing
on a deep knowledge of the country's cultures, its
leaders, and its ordinary people, Friend gives a human
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face and a sense of immediacy to the self-inflicted
failures and immeasurable tragedies that cast a shadow
over Indonesia's past and future. A clear and compelling
passion shines through this richly illustrated work. Rarely
have narrative history and personal historical witness
been so seamlessly joined.
Indonesian DestiniesHarvard University Press
"Prepared for the United States Air Force."
"Economic hit men,” John Perkins writes, “are highly paid
professionals who cheat countries around the globe out of
trillions of dollars. Their tools include fraudulent financial
reports, rigged elections, payoffs, extortion, sex, and
murder.” John Perkins should know—he was an economic hit
man. His job was to convince countries that are strategically
important to the U.S.—from Indonesia to Panama—to accept
enormous loans for infrastructure development, and to make
sure that the lucrative projects were contracted to U. S.
corporations. Saddled with huge debts, these countries came
under the control of the United States government, World
Bank and other U.S.-dominated aid agencies that acted like
loan sharks—dictating repayment terms and bullying foreign
governments into submission. This New York Times
bestseller exposes international intrigue, corruption, and littleknown government and corporate activities that have dire
consequences for American democracy and the world. It is a
compelling story that also offers hope and a vision for
realizing the American dream of a just and compassionate
world that will bring us greater security.
This collection explores the interpretation of historical fiction
through fictional representations of the past in an Asian
context. Emphasising the significance of region and locality, it
explores local networks of political and cultural exchanges at
the heart of an Asian polity. The book considers how
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imagined pasts converge and diverge in developed and
developing nations, and examines the limitations of
representation at a time when theories of world literature are
shaping the way we interpret global histories and cultures.
The collection calls attention to the importance of
acknowledging local tensions—both within the historical and
cultural make-up of a country, and within the Asian
continent—in the interpretation of historical fiction. It
emphasizes a broad-spectrum view that privileges the shared
historical experiences of a group of countries in close
proximity, and it also responds to the paradigm shift in Asian
Studies. Discussing how local conditions shape and create
expectations of how we read historical fiction and working
with the theme of fictionality and locality, the volume provides
an alternative framework for the study of world literature.
By examining the institutions of government through the lens
of constitution-making, Crafting Constitutional Democracies
provides a broad and insightful introduction to comparative
politics. Drawn from a series of lectures given in Jakarta,
Indonesia, on the drafting of the U.S. constitution, the book
illustrates the problems faced by generations of founders,
through numerous historic and contemporary examples. Both
Indonesia in 1999 and the United States in 1789 faced the
same basic issue: how to construct a central government for
a large and diverse nation that allowed the majority of the
people to govern themselves without intruding on the rights of
minorities. What kinds of institutions make for 'good
government'? What factors need to be considered in
designing a government? Author Edward Schneier explores
these questions through a rich variety of examples from both
recent and historic transitions to democracy. Drawing
frequently upon the arguments of the American Federalist
Papers and more contemporary theories of democratization,
Crafting Constitutional Democracies lucidly explores the key
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questions of how and why democracies succeed and fail. A
concluding chapter on constitutional change and decline
raises provocative and important questions about the lessons
that citizens of the world's older democracies might take from
the struggles of the new.
The first comprehensive account of the impact of Japanese
occupation on Southeast Asian economies and societies
during World War II.
This best-selling text presents the best synthesis of current
scholarship available to emphasize the theme of
expansionism and its manifestations. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Every year, Jakarta's security forces demolish the homes of
thousands of people and destroy the residents' personal
property. These evictions are carried out with little notice, due
process, or compensation. Far too often, the process involves
excessive use of force against those facing eviction. Many
thousands more of Jakarta's poor live in fear that one day the
bulldozers will arrive at their community. Forced evictions--the
removal of people against their will from the homes and land
they occupy, without access to legal and other
protections--deprive individuals of some of their most
fundamental human rights and needs: adequate housing and
protection of their homes. Based on more than one hundred
interviews, Condemned Communities documents the human
rights consequences of evictions being carried out by the
Jakarta regional government. In some cases the land is being
claimed for infrastructure projects, while in other instances the
government attempts to justify the forced evictions in the
name of public order and removing trespassers. Yet many of
the condemned communities have lived on the land for years
or even generations. Many evictions can be seen as part of a
wider government pattern to intimidate the urban poor and
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deter urban migration. This report illustrates that, far from
improving the quality of life in Jakarta, the forced eviction of
communities succeeds only in moving the problem to other
parts of the city at great human cost.
This book is with a contemporary focus. Author, Dr. Max
Gross’s purpose is to use history to explain today’s Islamic
insurgencies in Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and the
Philippines and to offer perspectives for the future. Muslim
Archipalego’s unique contribution is that it brings together in
one reference a mass of information on the insurgencies in
Southeast Asia. The country accounts are detailed and
thorough as to events, organizations, dates, and participants.
The chronological context provides Dr. Gross the opportunity
to give insights about historical casualty. His accounting
highlights the interaction of the insurgencies within Southeast
Asia and their international connection outside the region.
The detailed presentations in the chapters on Indonesia and
Philippines are especially fruitful. Included in this nearly 280
page book are detailed four-color regional maps, charts, and
historical photos spread throughout the text. An extensive
bibliography and index are included.

In this groundbreaking book Christian Gerlach traces the
social roots of the extraordinary processes of human
destruction involved in mass violence throughout the
twentieth century. He argues that terms such as
'genocide' and 'ethnic cleansing' are too narrow to
explain the diverse motives and interests that cause
violence to spread in varying forms and intensities. From
killings and expulsions to enforced hunger, collective
rape, strategic bombing, forced labour and imprisonment
he explores what happened before, during, and after
periods of widespread bloodshed in countries such as
Armenia, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Nazi-occupied Greece
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and in anti-guerilla wars worldwide in order to highlight
the crucial role of socio-economic pressures in the
generation of group conflicts. By focussing on why so
many different people participated in or supported mass
violence, and why different groups were victimized, he
offers us a new way of understanding one of the most
disturbing phenomena of our times.
In his view, much if not all of the horror that plagued East
Timor in 1999 and in the 24 preceding years could have
been avoided had countries like Australia, Japan, the
United Kingdom, and especially the United States, not
provided Indonesia with valuable political, economic, and
military assistance, as well as diplomatic cover.
Since the terrorist attacks on 9/11, the political roles of
religious institutions and groups have captured
inernational attention. This book examines how religious
institutions and organizations in various Asian countries
are influencing democratic development and the shaping
of government policies. Religious Organizations and
Democratization covers Taiwan, Hong Kong, Mainland
China, Korea, Thailand, the Philippines, Malaysia,
Indonesia, and Japan. The chapters specifically address
the engagement of Christian, Buddhist, Muslim, and
other religious organizations in the advancement and/or
hindrance of democratization in the region. The
contributors consider such questions as: Why have some
religious organizations played a decisive role in
democratic transitions, while others remained politically
dormant, and other still acted in conservative alliances to
block democratic development? Why did some religious
organizations that once were active and instrumental to
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democratic change lose their political vitality as soon as
civil liberties were successfully introduced? And why did
other religious organizations, irrespective of their roles in
the process of democratic transition, emerge as key
political forces in the civil society?
Although Indonesia has the fourth largest population in
the world, its history is still relatively unfamiliar and
understudied. Guided by the life and writings of the
country's most famous author, Pramoedya Ananta Toer,
Adrian Vickers takes the reader on a journey across the
social and political landscape of twentieth-century
Indonesia in this innovative and timely account. He
begins by explaining the country's origins under the
Dutch in the early part of that century, the subsequent
anti-colonial struggle and revolution which led to
independence in 1949. Thereafter the spotlight is on the
1950s, a crucial period in the formation of Indonesia as a
new nation, which was followed by the Sukarno years,
and the anti-communist massacres of the 1960s when
General Suharto took over as president. The concluding
chapters chart the fall of Suharto's New Order after thirty
two years in power, and the subsequent political and
religious turmoil which culminated in the Bali bombings in
2002. Drawing on insights from literature, art and
anthropology, Adrian Vickers portrays a complex and
resilient people borne out of a troubled past.
Although the distinction between the politics of the left
and the right is commonly assumed in the media and in
treatments of political science and history, the terms are
used so loosely that the student and the general reader
are often confused: What exactly are the terms left and
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right supposed to imply? This two-volume Encyclopedia
of Politics: The Left and the Right contains over 450
articles on individuals, movements, political parties, and
ideological principles, with those usually thought of as
left in the left-hand volume (Volume 1), and those
considered on the right in the right-hand volume (Volume
2).
Award-winning historian Theodore Friend recently set
out alone across Asia and the Middle East on a quest to
understand firsthand the life situations of women in
Indonesia, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Iran, and Turkey.
Woman, Man, and God in Modern Islam recounts Friend
s remarkable journey and relates hundreds of
encounters and conversations with people he met along
the way. Commingling a deep respect for Islam and his
faith in the potential of women to change their worlds,
Friend presents an open, exploratory outsider s
perspective on women in five very different Islamic
cultures timely fare for all who wish to broaden their
world horizons.
Although social movements and media can help
destabilize authoritarian governments, not all social
protest is effective or culminates in the toppling of
dictatorships. Frequently, the military’s response
determines the outcome. In Defect or Defend, Terence
Lee uses four case studies from Asia to provide insight
into the military’s role during the transitional phase of
regime change. Lee compares popular uprisings in the
Philippines and Indonesia—both of which successfully
engaged military support to bring down authoritarian
rule—with protest movements in China and Burma which
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were violently suppressed by military forces. Lee’s
theory of “high personalism” and power-sharing among
the armed forces leadership provides a framework for
understanding the critical transitory phases of
democratization. He uses this theory to review and
assess Eastern Europe’s democratization events in
1989, the Colored Revolutions of the early 2000s, and
the protests and revolutions unfolding in the Middle East.
This book will appeal to students and scholars of
comparative politics, Asian studies, security studies, and
international relations, as well as defense policymakers.
Rev. ed. of: Indonesia edited by Frederica M. Bunge, 4th
ed. 1983.

This examination of the formation of the Indonesian
medical profession reveals the relationship between
medicine and decolonisation, and its importance to
understanding Asian history.
Muslim Democracy explores the relationship
between politics and religion in forty-seven Muslimmajority countries, focusing especially on those with
democratic experience, such as Indonesia and
Turkey, and drawing comparisons with their regional,
non-Islamic counterparts. Unlike most studies of
political Islam, this is a politically-focused book, more
concerned with governing realties than ideology. By
changing the terms of the debate from theology to
politics, and including the full complement of Islamic
countries, Schneier shows that the boundaries
between church and state in the Islamic world are
more variable and diverse than is commonly
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assumed. Through case studies and statistical
comparisons between Muslim majority countries and
their regional counterparts, Muslim Democracy
shows that countries with different religions but
similar histories are not markedly different in their
levels of democratization. What many Islamists and
western observers call "Islamic law," moreover, is
more a political than a religious construct, with
religion more the tool than the engine of politics.
"Women who drive in Saudi Arabia," as the author
says, "are not warned they will go to hell, but that
they will go to jail." With the political salience of
religion rising in many countries, this book is
essential reading for students of comparative
politics, religion, and democratization interested in
exploring the shifting boundaries between faith and
politics.
"A highly readable, sweeping, and yet detailed
analysis of the African state in all its failures and
moments of hope. Crawford Young manages to
touch upon all the important issues in the discipline
and crucial developments in the recent history of the
African continent. This book will be a
classic."---Pierre Englebert, author of Africa Unity,
Sovereignty, and Sorrow -Migration in the Time of Revolution examines how
two of the world's most populous countries interacted
between 1945 and 1967, when the concept of
citizenship was contested, political loyalty was in
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question, identity was fluid, and the boundaries of
political mobilization were blurred. Taomo Zhou asks
probing questions of this important period in the
histories of the People's Republic of China and
Indonesia. What was it like to be a youth in search of
an ancestral homeland that one had never set foot
in, or an economic refugee whose expertise in
private business became undesirable in one's new
home in the socialist state? What ideological beliefs
or practical calculations motivated individuals to
commit to one particular nationality while forsaking
another? As Zhou demonstrates, the answers to
such questions about "ordinary" migrants are crucial
to a deeper understanding of diplomatic relations
between the two countries. Through newly
declassified documents from the Chinese Foreign
Ministry Archives and oral history interviews,
Migration in the Time of Revolution argues that
migration and the political activism of the ethnic
Chinese in Indonesia were important historical forces
in the making of governmental relations between
Beijing and Jakarta after World War II. Zhou
highlights the agency and autonomy of individuals
whose life experiences were shaped by but also
helped shape the trajectory of bilateral diplomacy.
These ethnic Chinese migrants and settlers were,
Zhou contends, not passively acted upon but actively
responding to the developing events of the Cold
War. This book bridges the fields of diplomatic
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history and migration studies by reconstructing the
Cold War in Asia as social processes from the
ground up.
The 1980s & 90s brought new protections to foreign
investors in risky countries. Yet, the assurances
failed to meet investors needs & imposed sometimes
inordinate costs on poor countries. This text contains
case histories which suggest reforms for
international arbitration & official investment
insurance.
In this engaging and provocative work, Walter F.
Murphy combines a lifetime's study of constitutions
and democracy with traditional storytelling to answer
fundamental questions about constitutional
democracy: How is it created? How is it maintained?
How can it be adapted to changing circumstances?
After Suharto gained power in Indonesia in the
mid-1960s, he stayed as the country’s president for
more than three decades, helped by the powerful
military, hefty foreign aid and support from a coterie
of cronies. A pivotal business backer for his New
Order government was Liem Sioe Liong, a migrant
from China, who arrived in Java in 1938. A
combination of the Suharto connection, serendipity
and personal charm propelled him to become the
wealthiest tycoon in Southeast Asia. This is the story
of how Liem built the Salim Group, a conglomerate
that in its heyday controlled Indonesia’s largest nonstate bank, the country’s dominant cement producer
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and flour mill, as well as the world’s biggest maker
of instant noodles. The book features exclusive input
from Liem, who died in 2012, and his youngest son,
Anthony Salim. It traces the founder’s life and the
group’s symbiosis with Suharto, his generals and
family. After the tumultuous 1997–98 Asian financial
crisis sparked Suharto’s fall and a backlash against
the strongman’s cronies, Anthony staved off the
crushing of the debt-laden group. Told in a
journalistic style, the story of the Salim Group
provides insights into Suharto’s New Order. For
business executives, students and anyone with an
interest in Southeast Asia’s largest economy, the
volume makes a valuable contribution towards
understanding the country’s modern history.
In Misagh Parsa’s view, the outlook for democracy
in Iran is stark. Gradual reforms will not be sufficient
for real change: the government must fundamentally
rethink its commitment to the role of religion in
politics and civic life. For Iran to democratize, the
options are narrowing to a single path: another
revolution.
A comprehensive biography of the Indonesian nationalist
leader and Prime Minister of the Indonesian Republic, Sutan
Sjahrir. This work is both a study of an individual and the
social conditions that shaped him. The author has conducted
extensive research and interviews with those who knew
Sjahrir personally, politically, and by reputation.
The decolonization of Indonesia, the world's most populous
Muslim country, was seen by up to half of the population as a
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religious struggle. Utilizing a combination of oral history and
archival research, Kevin W. Fogg presents a new
understanding of the Indonesian revolution and of Islam as a
revolutionary ideology.
Shortly after Pearl Harbor, the Japanese Imperial Army
invaded the Dutch East Indies, now known as Indonesia. A
deceitful campaign promoting Asian brotherhood recruited
and coerced young Indonesian men to support the Japanese
occupation with the sinister outcome that several million of
them were worked to death or summarily killed as expendable
slave laborers, or romusha, as they were called. While many
romusha disappeared from the record, nine hundred were
known victims of a brutal and immoral medical experiment
perpetuated by an increasingly desperate Imperial Japan. In
anticipation of a land assault, the Japanese needed a means
to protect their troops from tetanus, and they used these nine
hundred men as human guinea pigs to test an insufficiently
vetted vaccine. Within days, all nine hundred suffered the
protracted, agonizing death of acute tetanus. With the Allied
forces poised for victory, the Japanese needed a scapegoat
for this well-documented incident if they were to avoid warcrimes prosecution. They brutally tortured Achmad Mochtar, a
native Indonesian and renowned scientist, along with his
colleagues at the Eijkman Institute in Batavia (now Jakarta),
until Mochtar signed a confession to the murders in exchange
for the liberty of his fellow scientists. The Japanese beheaded
Mochtar weeks before the war ended. War Crimes in JapanOccupied Indonesia unravels the deceit of the Japanese
Army, the reasons for the mass murder of the romusha, and
Mochtar’s heroic role in these tragic events. The end result
finds justice for Mochtar and reveals the true extent of one of
the least recognized war crimes of World War II.
DIVSince the end of the Cold War, the assumption among
most political theorists has been that as nations develop
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economically, they will also become more
democratic—especially if a vibrant middle class takes root.
This assumption underlies the expansion of the European
Union and much of American foreign policy, bolstered by
such examples as South Korea, the Philippines, Taiwan, and
even to some extent Russia. Where democratization has
failed or retreated, aberrant conditions take the blame:
Islamism, authoritarian Chinese influence, or perhaps the rise
of local autocrats./divDIV /divDIVBut what if the failures of
democracy are not exceptions? In this thought-provoking
study of democratization, Joshua Kurlantzick proposes that
the spate of retreating democracies, one after another over
the past two decades, is not just a series of exceptions.
Instead, it reflects a new and disturbing trend: democracy in
worldwide decline. The author investigates the state of
democracy in a variety of countries, why the middle class has
turned against democracy in some cases, and whether the
decline in global democratization is reversible./div
The definitive account of one of the twentieth century’s most
brutal, yet least examined, episodes of genocide and
detention The Killing Season explores one of the largest and
swiftest, yet least examined, instances of mass killing and
incarceration in the twentieth century—the shocking antileftist
purge that gripped Indonesia in 1965–66, leaving some five
hundred thousand people dead and more than a million
others in detention. An expert in modern Indonesian history,
genocide, and human rights, Geoffrey Robinson sets out to
account for this violence and to end the troubling silence
surrounding it. In doing so, he sheds new light on broad,
enduring historical questions. How do we account for
instances of systematic mass killing and detention? Why are
some of these crimes remembered and punished, while
others are forgotten? Based on a rich body of primary and
secondary sources, The Killing Season is the definitive
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account of a pivotal period in Indonesian history.
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